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John Allen Livingston


Eugene Gordon Munroe

Eugene Gordon Munroe, Honorary Member of the Ottawa Field-Naturalists’ Club since April 1985 (see The Canadian Field-Naturalist 99(4): 547) died 31 May 2008 in his 89th year. Dr. Munroe was an entomologist specializing in Leptodoptera at the Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa beginning in 1950 and continuing in retirement.

Errata The Canadian Field-Naturalist 121(1): 96

In “A tribute to Neal Philip Perry Simon 1973-2006” First paragraph, seventh line, “where he resided since 1988” Should read “where he resided since 1998”

Errata The Canadian Field-Naturalist 122(1): 40

In “Repeatability of foraging tactics in young trout, Salvelinus fontanalis” The “present address” given for Peter A. Biros as the University of Alberta is in error as he will be remaining in Australia in order to accept an Australian Research Council Award for 5-6 years of dedicated research time.